Astro G
A New Type of Token
The ‘usual’ issues with Tokens (generally) are that the success and growth of a project is determined by:
1/ The development team behind the project
2/ Having something tangible to offer/interest holders (use case)
3/ Sentiment amongst the holders to keep holding their coins/tokens
4/ Marketing to bring awareness to the wider crypto community
Team
The development team here has vast experience in crypto code, projects and business generally. The code in
the contract has been written to assist in calming some of the pumps and dumps regularly seen in this part of
the market.
Our team are also KYC’d to Pinksale, Poocoin.
The contract has already passed its audit from Audit Rate Tech.
Use Case
With regards to a use case we will be actively supporting ‘non-profit’ space organisations and charities that
aim to further mankind’s ‘drive to the stars’.
Initially we will be looking to assist in getting younger students involved early in space technologies and ‘Astro’
related activities. We are also looking at innovative projects that are funded by the private sector where
students from diverse backgrounds can get be part of all exploration and experimentation projects that are
space related where otherwise opportunities may not be forthcoming. 3rd party organisations have already
been identified and contacted in this area for collaboration. Work has been ongoing to form these
partnerships and collaborations well before launch and significant activity is underway to form partnerships
that also include climate and renewable energy related space projects. This fusing of Crypto and Space will
continue and we even have a direct Space News feed on our web site. Contacts have been and will continue to
be made with people, groups and organisations in the field of both space and crypto, ‘fusing’ them together.
Contract
A contract has been created recently which aimed to flip the script and encourage investors to hold for a
length of time (‘Q’ Contract) in order to benefit from the rewards that will be granted. The most basic and
fundamental rewards are controlled by the contract, which tracks the time at which the investor purchases the
tokens. The longer the investor holds on to these tokens, the less sales fees they will inevitably end up paying
and a potential larger profit can be gained.
After analysing the market and in particular the contract in question, AstroG has decided to launch with an
amended version ‘based’ on the fundamentals of being able to track individual token time purchases.
Only 500 million tokens have been deployed, which is significantly lower than most tokens and so circulation
will be more constricted than most on day one. The main buy and sell fees are relatively small for a token in
this space at 5%, however on sales only, an additional fee is added for people selling within the first three days

of purchase. This helps to prevent/dissuade bots but also help smooth out some of the usual early ‘dump’
activity.
The tokens deducted for those selling within the first three days of purchase are burnt depending on duration,
thus further reducing the supply.
Furthermore, there does not need to be separate deductions to enhance the liquidity pool (as normally
happens) as there is an algorithm built into the code to take account of it.
The tokenomics of the AstroG contract therefore are as follows :
All Buys
5% Deductions made up of:
•

5% to Astro Wallet (to pay for development, marketing and sponsorships)

Sell
Within 24 hours of buying (Day One)
20% Deductions made up of:
•
•

5% to Astro Wallet
15% Burnt

Between 1 and 2 days of holding (Day Two)
15% Deductions made up of:
•
•

5% to Astro Wallet
10% Burnt

Between 2 and 3 days of holding (Day Three)
10% Deductions made up of:
•
•

5% to Astro Wallet
5% Burnt

After holding for a full 3 days the deductions drop to the 5% covering just the marketing, development and
sponsorship costs.
Marketing
Using past experiences, marketing will be multi level and multi strategy. The usual influencers on twitter will
be targeted as well as combining with shill competitions, poocoin ads, 3rd party marketing deployments, call
group and all of the usual methods, plus some interesting individual ‘spins’.
Protection
Honeypot functions
Time and care have been put into the contract so that investors can feel as safe as possible. All
functions that could be considered part of a “honeypot” scam do not exist including:
- Increasing tax rates
- Blacklisting addresses from buys and sells
- Pausing transactions
- Removing liquidity
Only functions that are necessary for running the project exist, none of which affect the health of
an individual's investment.

House wallet
For a project to succeed long term, there must be funding for both marketing and development (and in this
case sponsorships).
The house algorithm, similar to many other projects, accumulates tokens on the contract and
sells at defined periods. This takes the buying and selling out of the developers’ hands and
means no large, separate token wallets are held that, in theory, could be used maliciously to rug
pull a project.
KYC/Audit
As stated, we will Doxx prior to launch and already have an audit.
Conclusion
1/ The developers of this token are very experienced in this field and also have a passion for space technology
and exploration.
2/This token will be helping to enable people to get into space technology and exploration who may not
otherwise be able to do so via ‘sponsoring’ people, projects and organisations. Frequent updates will be given
on collaborations, general AstroG news but also ‘space news’ on the website.
3/A certain number of tokens will be burnt within the first 3 days of holding thus diminishing the supply,
utilising the amended ‘Q’ contract.We like to call it the ‘G’ contract.
4/ Holders will look to see their investment ever rising and the total number of tokens in circulation will be
ever decreasing due to the burns.
5/ The burns will be a good discussion point within telegram and twitter groups to further bolster a stable
token.
Five very good reasons to invest in
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